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“Bach is the Alpha of keyboard music; Liszt the Omega: the two make Beethoven

possible” (Ferruccio Busoni)

As a pianist and as a listener, I’m fascinated by Romantic reworkings of Bach’s music--

they are one of many demonstrations that he was, as Jonson said of Shakespeare, “not for

an age, but for all time”. Few Western composers were completely immune to his impact.

Although some reacted rebelliously- “Berlioz believes neither in God nor in Bach!”,

quipped Ferdinand Hiller – many were more than keen to put Bach at the centre of their

personal pantheon. Liszt turned to Bach both for the most effective type of musical

propaganda, and to express the deepest, most intimate grief. Wagner’s magnificent

Meistersinger von Nürnberg finds Bach hovering over much of the score, echt Wagnerian

though it may be, and even the original music of Ferruccio Busoni, let alone the

transcriptions, is unthinkable without Bach. It’s perhaps no great surprise that Busoni’s

wife Gerda was once accidently introduced at a party as “Frau Bach-Busoni”.

The pieces on this recording thus reflect Bach’s music through the mirror of later

generations. They range from sincere but straightforward transcriptions, like the Bach-

Busoni Chorale Preludes, via more extensively invasive transformations, like the

Rachmaninov Partita or Bach-Busoni Chaconne, to completely original works based on

Bach--or just on the musical letters of his name-- like the two grandly eloquent pieces by

Liszt that begin and end the programme. But even the simpler transcriptions can hardly

help transforming Bach’s sound world: they mould the music into beautifully

languorously extended phrases foreign to Baroque instruments and performance styles,

upholstering it in the more warmly radiant sonorities beloved by the late Romantics.      

Kenneth Hamilton

Described after a concerto performance with the St

Petersburg Symphony Orchestra as “an outstanding
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Prima Facie label, Volume 1 of Kenneth Hamilton Plays Ronald Stevenson, has been

greeted with widespread critical acclaim. 
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Of course, J.S. Bach’s music represented not just the seal of quality, but the seal of

German quality. Johann Forkel, the first ever biographer of Bach, was at pains to point

out that his subject was German through and through—a true glory of the fatherland.

Forkel’s nationalism was, however, more concerned with the political future of Germany

than with celebration of its contemporary condition. At the time of his writing—1802—

the much-heralded German fatherland had no cartographical reality. It existed merely as

a cultural article of faith; a pious political hope for a European future that would unite the

myriad of mostly minor German-speaking states into a single nation. Nearly four decades

later, the poet Hoffmann von Fallersleben would write “Deutschland, Deutschland über

alles in der Welt” (“Germany above everything in the world”) with similar ambitions: as

a plea for German unity, not as the creed of a James-Bond-villain madly bent on world

domination.  

It was therefore the very Germanness of Bach’s music, as well as its creative inspiration,

that made it so significant for Franz Liszt, born in the Austro-Hungarian borderlands as a

Hungarian national, but with Austrian ancestry and German as his mother tongue. Settling

down in Weimar as court Kapellmeister in 1848, Liszt was determined that his own music

would pay tribute to the great German tradition of Bach and Beethoven while

simultaneously creating a new Hungarian one. His Symphonic Poems were intended to

continue along the pathway cleared by Beethoven’s nine symphonies, while the Fantasy

and Fugue on BACH would respectfully salute the iconic status of the earlier master. But

Liszt’s Fantasy and Fugue is based not on a tune by Bach, instead it uses the twistingly

chromatic figure spelled out by the letters of his surname: B-A-C-H (H is Bb in German

notation). Bach himself had used the motto as a musical signature, most famously and

tantalisingly in the unfinished final fugue of his very last work, The Art of Fugue. The

manuscript breaks off just as the B-A-C-H figure is introduced, announcing both the

composer’s identity and his death. 

And a final word on the performance: Busoni reworked the Chaconne several times over

more than two decades--the first version published in 1892, the last in 1916—and in 1915

he made a piano roll recording of the work. This was, however, not released until 1925,

just after his death. My performance mostly follows the 1916 text, but also includes some

variants from the piano roll, most noticeably the conclusion on a bare octave rather than a

major or minor chord (Busoni seemed never to have been sure exactly how the piece

should end), some alterations to the harmonies and chord setting at 6’40”-7’08”, and the

occasional extension of figuration. I have also adopted Busoni’s free rhythmic

interpretation of certain passages (for example 6’11”-6’25”), an approach entirely typical

of late Romantic pianists. Although piano roll technology has well known limitations, it

fairly and faithfully represents all of these aspects. I am very grateful to Denis Hall and

Rex Lawson of the Pianola Institute, London, for giving me access to a CD transfer of

Busoni’s roll played at a believable speed, and in the process happily convincing me of the

value of piano roll recordings.      

Notes by Kenneth Hamilton

Piano by Steinway and Sons, Hamburg

Piano Technician: Steven Baldwin

Recording Engineer: Philip Hardman

Recording Producer: Steve Plews

Kenneth Hamilton photos by Gerald Lim and Richard Walton

Recorded at the School of Music, Cardiff University, Wales, UK
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There seemed no need to ask Tureck what she thought of the Bach-Busoni Chaconne,

because I suspected she would have hated it too, as indeed did its dedicatee, the

celebrated pianist and composer Eugen d’Albert. He was convinced that expanding the

Chaconne beyond its original bounds destroyed the character of the work, and that for

pianists, the “only solution is to be found in Brahms’s [much simpler] transcription for

left hand alone”. Busoni, on the other hand, firmly believed that “Bach goes far beyond

the limits and means of the violin in his conception of the work, so that the instrument

he intended for use in performance does not suffice. It was my intention to restore this,

to a certain extent ‘missing’, aspect in the impact of this work as it was obviously

envisaged, which is impressively grand in its conception”. There was no meeting of

minds possible here. In subsequent years, Busoni would sarcastically refer to the

diminutive d’Albert as “d’Alberich” after the wicked dwarf in Wagner’s Ring. 

The Bach-Busoni Chaconne is not just Romantic, but cinematic Bach-- Bach as

presented by a Cecil B. DeMille of the piano. Whereas the Chorale Prelude “Nun komm

der Heiden Heiland” (“Now come, Saviour of the Heathens”) shows Busoni at his most

movingly restrained, the Chaconne shows him at his most nobly extrovert, refashioning

the piece for the piano with vast, organ-like, even orchestral sonorities in mind. There is,

admittedly, an inherent absurdity in this—a violin piece transcribed for the piano to

sound like an organ---but to a less Puritanical aesthetic than d’Albert’s the effect has an

irresistible hyperbole. This approach is also, it must be said, Lisztian and Wagnerian—

the latter especially ironic, as Busoni professedly hated Wagner. The major key section

sounds as if originally scored for a quartet of Wagner tubas (7’09”). And the final bars

of the piece produce a full Phantom-of-the-Opera wall of sound surpassing even the

close of the Bach-Busoni Toccata and Fugue in D minor.    

4 9

Liszt’s thoughts had inevitably turned to Bach, and to B-A-C-H, in 1855, when he was

commissioned by his former student Alexander Winterberger to compose a piece for the

consecration of the new organ in Merseburg cathedral. Bach was commonly

acknowledged as the greatest Baroque composer for the organ, so the association was

especially apt. Liszt set to work with energy and ambition—perhaps initially with too

much of the latter, for the piece was not finished in time for the concert, and instead had

to be replaced by his Fantasy and Fugue on Meyerbeer’s Chorale “Ad nos, ad salutarem

undam”. The finally completed B-A-C-H Fantasy and Fugue was eventually premiered

by Winterberger in Merseburg the following year, and in 1870 Liszt made a thoroughly

revised version for piano. In this format it soon became a regular part of the concert hall,

rather than cathedral, repertoire. It constitutes, I hope, a vividly dramatic curtain-raiser to

this recording

Liszt first declaims the B-A-C-H motto in bass octaves, over which we hear—in a stroke

at once ingenious and propagandistic—a Hungarian scale: Bach and Liszt, German and

Hungarian, symbolically united. A whirlwind of virtuoso variations follow, until we

reach a temporary point of rest with the contemplative, chromatic fugue that marks the

second, much longer part of the piece (3’46”). The fugue begins with B-A-C-H, and then

continues with a related figure that will inevitably remind Wagner fans of Loge’s

Leitmotiv from Das Rheingold. After a few minutes of brooding lament, the music bursts

out of its fugal bonds in an increasingly wild series of episodes culminating in a feverish

ride to the abyss (7’31”). The gates of hell themselves then seem to open in one of the

most overwhelming climaxes in the entire piano literature— a cyclopean sequence of

dissonantly trilled chords striding up the entire keyboard (9’06”). (I deliberately “over-

pedal” here, attempting to imitate the interior resonance of a vast cathedral.) But

redemption rather than damnation is at hand: the B-A-C-H theme, now couched in a

major key, rings out gloriously in brassily defiant chords. It seems as if this might be the

end of the piece, the typically Lisztian apotheosis—but it isn’t quite, for Liszt surprises

us by producing a wonderfully rapt reharmonisation of the main theme (10’45”) as a

mystical revelation before the thrillingly exalted peroration. 
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Rachmaninov took three movements from the Partita (Bach’s original has seven) to

produce a concise and sparkling virtuoso encore. He also made a superb recording of it,

which I have listened to many times with great admiration. My own performance cannot

fail to have been influenced by it—and I can now hear that this is especially true in

certain rhythmical aspects—but an attempt to copy it exactly would be as futile and

pointless as trying to imitate the “imaginary Liszt performance” remarked on above, or

zealously copying the Busoni piano roll of the Chaconne mentioned below. The

inimitable should remain unimitated; subsequent recordings can fruitfully try to find

something new in the music. 

As with the Bach-Busoni Chaconne, which forms the central keystone of this CD, the

transfer from violin to piano, and the greater complexity of part-writing possible on the

latter instrument, encouraged Rachmaninov to undertake a wholesale re-imagining of the

original composition, especially evident in the profusion of supplementary inner voices

and pointedly distorted accompanying harmonies. It’s Bach, but not as we know it. 

And although the most obvious alien presence in the Partita transcription is that of

Rachmaninov himself, two other friendly spirits join in. The first is Mendelssohn, for in

Rachmaninov’s hands the Prelude of the Partita decidedly edges towards the style of the

Scherzo of Mendelssohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream music, which he happened to

transcribe for piano in the very same year. The second is Rachmaninov’s friend Leopold

Godowsky, who had made something of a speciality of chromatically “updated”

transcriptions such as these. Rachmaninov’s additional harmonies are a little less cloying

than Godowsky’s usual offerings, but nevertheless very much in the same vein,

especially in the Gavotte, which could probably pass for Godowsky on a casual listen.

Once as a student I met the famous—and by then very elderly-- Bach player Rosalyn

Tureck, who told me that she had heard Rachmaninov himself play the Partita

transcription. I asked her what it was like, expecting a rave review, but instead she

replied, “Absolutely terrible! It didn’t sound like Bach at all!”. Exactly.    

Liszt’s second significant encounter with Bach’s music closes the recording, but the

Variations on Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen, Zagen (Weeping, Wailing, Worrying, Fearing) on

themes from Bach’s Cantata of the same name, are more intimate than the BACH

Fantasy and Fugue, and written in the shadow of two personal tragedies. Liszt’s son

Daniel died in December 1859 at the all too young age of 20. The grief-stricken father

reached out to Bach, and wrote a short Prelude after JS Bach based on the Weinen,

Klagen theme—a chromatically descending, lamenting bass sequence frequently found

in Baroque pieces, most famously in the Crucifixus from Bach’s B minor Mass and

“When I am laid in earth” from Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas. 

In September 1862, a second blow struck with the death of Liszt’s eldest daughter

Blandine. In the wake of this, he returned to the Prelude after JS Bach, extending it into

a heart-rending set of variations, its structure shattered by two dramatic collapses (7’48”

and 12’06”) that seem graphically to illustrate the children’s deaths. 

The music revives after the first of these into a mournful, wailing recitative that

introduces a freer, gradually more urgent treatment of the Weinen, Klagen theme. When

Liszt himself performed the Variations to his biographer Lina Ramann in 1877, she was

particularly moved by this passage, and spontaneously said that the music had

“surrendered to the Christians’ bread of tears”. Liszt interrupted his playing and replied

in an almost bitter tone, “Surrendered? I tell you, it is!”. 

The second collapse is marked by a yet harsher cry of despair--three shrieking

diminished seventh chords-- followed by a much shorter and more piercing recitative

that quickly begins to disintegrate, groping blindly towards a resolution, perhaps even a

justification. There can be no justification, but there can at least be consolation,

eventually offered by the Chorale melody that also ends Bach’s Weinen, Klagen cantata.

The words of the Chorale constitute an acceptance of fate and a future hope:     

8
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heavy; the basses imposing and weighty--not played with a light staccato-- likewise the

stormy climax at 6’49”. “No dainty shaking of the wrists!”, Liszt warned. His comments

are all the more thought-provoking because they seem to have been often ignored in the

subsequent recording history of the piece. I have, accordingly, tried to take them into

account in this performance, and to apply their spirit to the Fantasy and Fugue on BACH.

I make no claim to some unattainable Holy Grail of “authenticity” here, nor am I trying

to imitate some imaginary performance by Liszt himself. He was, after all, both Catholic

in his religion and (mostly) catholic in his acceptance of different styles of playing.  I am

simply attempting to come within touching—and listening-- distance of a Lisztian

sound-world, albeit one inevitably channelled through my own taste and technique. 

I have prefaced the Liszt Variations with a Bach-Busoni Chorale Prelude in the same key,

“Ich ruf zu Dir, Herr Jesu Christ” (“I call to you, Lord Jesus Christ”). This can, if the

listener so wishes, be thought of as creating a tripartite arch form with the Chorale at the

end of the Variations. The music (and indeed the text) of both pieces seem to enhance

each other in this narrative sequence. I have adopted the opposite strategy with the

placing of the Bach-Rachmaninov Violin Partita. Heard immediately after the stirringly

majestic Fantasy and Fugue on BACH, and before the noble Bach-Busoni Chorale

Prelude “Nun komm der Heiden Heiland” (“Now come the gentiles’ saviour”), this elfin

and archly eccentric arrangement—the quirky Gavotte is almost a derangement—has a

deliberately dislocating effect, reinforced by the tritone relationship (Bb/E—the so called

“devil in music”) between the keys of the Liszt and the Rachmaninov. The Partita plays

the role of a musical surprise, a piquantly witty digression, which to my mind only

accentuates the impact of Rachmaninov’s markedly modern harmonies. 

Was Gott tut, das ist wohlgetan,

Dabei will ich verbleiben.

Es mag mich auf die rauhe Bahn

Not, Tod und Elend treiben,

So wird Gott mich

Ganz väterlichIn 

seinen Armen halten;

Drum lass ich ihn nur walten.

Freely translated:

Whatever God does is for the best,

I shall cleave to that belief. 

Distress, death and despair

Might force me into hardship

But God will hold me

In his fatherly arms

So I accept his commands alone. 

Liszt writes the text of this declaration of faith directly into the musical score. There can

be no doubt that he believed it. But the triumphal last page of the piece seems desperately,

movingly forced—a perhaps all too fervent affirmation. The children’s souls rise up to

god, but the grieving father remains below. 

And a word here on the performance: towards the end of Liszt’s life, his students August

Göllerich and August Stradal respectively played the Variations on Weinen, Klagen to

him. His ensuing advice can be found in Göllerich’s Diaries, Lina Ramann’s Liszt

Pädagogium, and Stradal’s Erinnerungen an Franz Liszt. Liszt was especially concerned

with subtlety of phrasing, and the creation of an organ-like sonority, even in the piano

version. For instance: the trill at 0.40” should be slow and 
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